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editor’s note

Most coMpanies run pilots of new radio
frequency identification applications to be sure
the technology works in their environments
and the solution delivers the promised benefits.
But how do you go from successful pilot to
successful deployment? 

We asked contributing writer John Edwards
to find out. He interviewed
end users, system integra-
tors and other experts who
have participated in win-
ning rollouts, as well as a
few failed attempts. The 
issues, Edwards writes in
our cover story (page 14),
vary from company to
company, but there are
some common strategies
that can up the odds of 
success. The story explains
how to execute the strate-
gies, so you can deploy a
solution that delivers ben-
efits for the long term.

One of the big lessons is
to begin with a clear plan 
at the pilot stage. Sounds 

obvious, but many organizations don’t identify
the problem they are trying to solve and how
the pilot solution will address it. They fail to
document their current processes, and to set
rules and benchmarks to evaluate the pilot. 
Success defined as having 100 percent visibility
of work-in-process all the time, for example, 
is very different from success defined as a 
10 percent increase in production due to greater
visibility of WIP.

It’s also important to get buy-in from senior
management, Edwards writes. Lukewarm sup-
port could lead to project cancellation, espe-
cially if any glitches occur. And some glitches
or unforeseen obstacles usually do appear when
a pilot is expanded into a rollout. While you

work out any system kinks, be sure manage-
ment understands the benefits to be gained
from rolling out the solution. In addition, don’t
underestimate the importance of training 
employees who will be working with the new
system.

Several major pharmaceutical manufac-
turers and distributors conducted successful
RFID pilots from 2005 through 2007. Califor-
nia and other states had passed electronic-
pedigree laws, and these companies were get-
ting ready to track each unique bottle of pills
or vile of serum. Then, California postponed
its drug pedigree legislation, and the U.S. Food
and Drug Administration stepped in. As 
Jennifer Zaino explains in this issue’s Vertical
Focus, technology concerns, cost and a lack of
education have derailed the use of RFID for 
e-pedigree—for now (page 22).

Getting buy-in for an RFID deployment is
not always a question of return on investment.
Often, ensuring employee health is the pri-
mary factor. That’s clearly the case when it
comes to locating employees during an emer-
gency. Increasingly, energy and mining com-
panies, hospitals, industrial manufacturers
and schools are piloting and deploying RFID
personnel safety solutions. For a look at the
different systems available, see Product Devel-
opments (page 30).

Regardless of what RFID application you are
deploying, remember to follow best practices
each time you go from pilot to rollout. In our
January/February issue, we’ll examine the key
issues to consider when you roll out an RFID
solution at other locations. 

Steering a Successful Rollout

Mark Roberti, Founder and EditorP
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out in front

as the population in many industrialized countries ages,
researchers worldwide have been developing technologies
that would enable doctors to monitor patients at home,
remotely and in real time. One challenge has been to 
develop a device that could be worn for long periods.
Researchers at the Someya-Sekitani Organic Transistor Lab
at the University of Tokyo, Johannes Kepler University in
Austria and the University of Texas at Dallas have taken a
step in that direction. Together, they’ve developed ultrathin,
organic sensors that one day could wirelessly communicate
a patient’s temperature, heart rate and other crucial data.

The researchers’ goal was to create lightweight sensors
that were thin enough and flexible enough that a patient
would not be aware he or she was wearing them. For a device
to be worn for long periods, it would have to be soft, 
compliant and allow for the natural motion of surrounding
tissue. They developed sensors that are five times thinner
than plastic kitchen wrap and lighter than a feather. 

Most state-of-the-art integrated circuits, or “chips,” are
fabricated on rigid substrates, such as silicon or glass, that
can’t conform to soft body tissue. Sensors are integrated
with these ICs, and in addition to being too rigid to wear,
they often require a lot of energy to power them.

The researchers created sensors using a carbon-based
semiconductor and an electroplated aluminum oxide 
dielectric layer on an ultrathin polymer foil that is highly 
flexible. After fabrication, an ultrathin polymer film is 
deposited on top of the device, to protect it from fluids, air
and other environmental factors. The second polymer layer
also alters the bending mechanics of the device, effectively
reducing the strain in the sensors so the device can bend or
crumple to conform to the movements of human skin. 

To minimize the amount of energy consumed, Jonathan

Reeder, a University of Texas at Dallas researcher, developed
a way to optimize the creation of the dielectric layer, which
dictates the voltage at which each transistor activates. This
approach opens new doors for applications in biomedical
devices that require minimal voltage. 

“By making sensors or stimulators that are essentially
imperceptible to the body, we hope we can provide a 
fabrication technique for devices for treating disorders 
and diseases, and monitoring health in ways that have 
previously not been possible,” Reeder says. “This would be
accomplished through the chronic monitoring of body 
signals, such as blood pressure, body temperature, glucose
levels and neural activity, and would provide diagnostic
information that could be used for treatments. Treatments
could potentially be delivered through a similar type of
ultra-thin, ultra-flexible device, such as a neural stimulator.”

The prototype sensors require wiring, because the first
stage of the research focused on creating high-performance
electronics that can interface with delicate tissue. “As flexible
biomedical device technology progresses, it will be necessary
to create complete devices that bring together multiple 
technologies—sensors with wireless communication and
power delivery—in a robust but flexible package,” Reeder
says. “Other research groups have shown that it’s possible to 
wirelessly transfer bio-signals from the skin to a computer.”

The researchers have demonstrated temperature, tactile
and pressure sensing. They plan to expand the sensing 
capabilities toward complex body signals, which could
include the brain and heart, as well as monitoring pH and
chemical levels. “These devices are exciting for applications
in medicine for collecting body signals or applying 
stimulation to biological tissue, which is soft and dynamic,”
Reeder says. —Mark Roberti

RFID Journal • November/December 20136

H E A L T H  C A R E

Wearable Sensors
for At-Home
Patient Monitoring
Researchers have developed a lightweight, flexible
device that conforms to a person’s body. 
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the lewis ginter Botanical Garden in
Richmond, Va., welcomes visitors who are
visually impaired or blind and wish to enjoy
the sensory experiences of sound, smell and
touch. The garden provides information in
Braille, but it’s difficult for individuals who are
visually impaired to navigate the landscape
and locate the signage while on an auditory

tour. For her senior project in biomedical 
engineering at the Virginia Commonwealth
University School of Engineering, Christina
Walinski developed an RFID-enabled guide
that allows people who are visually impaired 
to explore the gardens on their own.

The concept is not new. Students at the
University of Rochester’s School of Engineering
and Applied Sciences combined RFID readers
with CD players to communicate information
about tagged items (see Guide for the Visually
Impaired). Another RFID guide used passive
high-frequency tags (see Swiss Town Rolls Out
RFID System for Blind Bus Riders). Both options

were cumbersome and challenging for the user.
What is new is the user-friendliness of

Walinski’s system. She developed an Android
application that runs on a tablet equipped
with an ultrahigh-frequency RFID reader. 
The tablet reads passive UHF tags within 
three or four feet and automatically plays the
associated audio clips about the flowers.

Walinski considered Bluetooth and Wi-Fi
for this application, but quickly realized 
passive UHF technology was the best option
because of its ability to read tags within a 
confined area and communicate the tag data
quickly. She scoured the Web for a tablet that
could read passive UHF tags from a few feet
away and finally found an Android tablet from
a Chinese company called Cilico Electronics
that has a large UHF antenna, providing 
several feet of read range.  

Walinski worked with garden employees to
determine which plants should be tagged and
to develop the audio files about each plant.
The files also explain how to navigate different
pathways within the gardens. A staff member
can simply launch the app and give a visitor
who is visually impaired a tablet, which fits in
a carrying case strapped to the person’s waist.  

This summer, Walinski, under the supervi-
sion of associate professor Dianne Pawluk,
tested the system with six individuals who 
are visually impaired. The system worked
well, but not perfectly. Roughly 15 percent of
the time, the tags were not picked up immedi-
ately, requiring the visitor to back up so the
tags could be read. Still, the feedback was 
positive. “People were really excited to learn
about the plants and flowers,” Walinski says.
“And they were pleased to be able to visit the
gardens on their own at any time, rather than
having to wait for a guided tour.”

Pawluk is talking to organizations about
commercializing the system. —M.R.

A S S I S T I V E  T E C H N O L O G Y

A Rose Is (Identified) as a Rose
An RFID-enabled guide lets people who are visually impaired explore on their own.

Bottom photo simulates
the effect of age-related
macular degeneration.

Number of people
afflicted with age-
related macular
degeneration in
selected countries.

United States:

15 million
France:

2 million
Canada:

2 million
Australia:

750,000
Japan:

700,000
United Kingdom:

513,000

—Rich Handley

An RFID-enabled Android tablet reads passive UHF tags
and automatically plays associated audio clips about the
tagged flowers.

https://www.rfidjournal.com/purchase-access?type=Article&id=759&r=%2Farticles%2Fview%3F759
https://www.rfidjournal.com/purchase-access?type=Article&id=759&r=%2Farticles%2Fview%3F759
http://www.rfidjournal.com/articles/view?4165
http://www.rfidjournal.com/articles/view?4165
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T H E  S T O R Y  B E H I N D  T H E  N E W Sperspective

On nOv. 4, MOtOrOla SOlutiOnS and Smartrac
announced they had concurrently signed 
settlement agreements with Round Rock

Research, a patent licensing firm that sued
several Motorola customers and other
companies adopting passive ultrahigh-
frequency radio frequency identification
technology for patent infringement. This

development could have far-reaching
implications for the RFID industry and

adoption of RFID technology.
The terms of the deal have not been dis-

closed, but RFID JOurnal has learned that
retailers who have been sued by Round Rock

Research will be given a period of time to com-
ply with the settlement terms. This means
retailers will have to use a high percentage—
our source would not reveal the number—of
readers from Motorola and tags from Smartrac
(and other RFID vendors, if more settle).

Retailers using RFID for the first time will be
exempt from lawsuits by Round Rock if

they use the same percentage of
licensed RFID technology. 

It is unusual for two compa-
nies to announce separate agree-
ments together. The reason
Motorola and Smartrac each
issued a press release stating

What the Round Rock
Settlements Mean

RFID Journal • November/December 20138

P A T E N T S

Motorola and Smartrac signed settlement agreements with Round Rock
Research, which sued several retailers for patent infringement. 



both companies had settled concurrently
with Round Rock is that under the Round
Rock lawsuit, an “RFID system” consists of
tags and readers, so Motorola could not settle
alone. And retailers would not move forward
with deployments if they could use licensed
readers but not licensed tags. 

The deal is likely to impact RFID adop-
tion—but before we explore that, let’s discuss
the background. Round Rock Research is a
patent-licensing firm with several thousand
patents and pending applications. The com-
pany does not manufacture, sell or market
any products or services. Instead, it operates

as a non-practicing entity (NPE), or what is
sometimes referred to as a “patent-assertion
entity” (PAE) or “patent troll,” earning revenue
solely by licensing and enforcing its patents. 

On Dec. 14, 2011, the Mount Kisco, N.Y., firm
filed lawsuits against nine companies using
passive UHF RFID products provided by
Motorola, Smartrac and other RFID vendors,
charging that the solutions infringed on five of
Round Rock’s RFID patents granted by the U.S.
Patent and Trademark Office. Those companies
were American Apparel, Dole Food, Fruit of the
Loom, Gap, HanesBrands, JC Penney, Macy’s
Retail Holdings, PepsiCo and VF Corp. 
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In March 2012, Round Rock Research sued
Walmart for patent infringement. A source tells
RFID Journal the retailer had some initial dis-

cussion with Round Rock regarding agreement to
pay a licensing fee. But Round Rock overestimated
Walmart’s use of RFID and the benefits it was
achieving. Round Rock asked for tens of millions of
dollars per year. “It was outrageous,” the source
says, without being more specific.

Walmart apparently had serious concerns about
the case, because Round Rock was not asking for a
flat royalty fee but a percentage of the benefits from
RFID. This was a potential nightmare if it lost the
case. It would have to account for the direct bene-
fits of RFID, which might require hiring an army of
accountants. The benefits could be in the hundreds
of millions of dollars annually, once the solution was
fully deployed. And no doubt other technology 
companies would follow the precedent and ask for a
percentage of the benefits of their technology.

In March 2013, Walmart sent a letter to suppliers
tagging goods, saying it still believed RFID could
deliver value and would defend the lawsuit 
vigorously, but it was “curtailing its EPC program

pending resolution of the existing litigation.”
Walmart’s intention was not entirely clear, and
many were shocked that the retailer appeared to be
walking away from EPC RFID. The CEO of one RFID
company said Walmart kicked the RFID industry in
the teeth when it said the return on investment
from RFID, when the lawsuit defense cost was 
factored in, was not good enough to justify expand-
ing the RFID program.

Our interpretation of this move is that Walmart
was sending a signal not just to Round Rock but to
other technology companies that it would rather
not use a promising new technology than pay a 
percentage of the benefits. The comment related to
the ROI could hurt the industry, but it was simply a
legal strategy to downplay any potential damages
the retailer might have to pay if it lost the suit.

At the time of this writing, Walmart’s lawyers
are examining the terms of the deal between
Round Rock and Motorola and Smartrac to 
understand what the retailer is required to do to
comply with the agreement. But it is highly likely
that Walmart will resume its RFID efforts some-
time in 2014. —M.R.

The ongoing
litigation
created some
uncertainty—
not only for
the end users
named in the
lawsuits but
also for
potential
customers
concerned
about being
pulled into the
patent dispute.

Walmart and
Round Rock
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One retailer
expressed
disappointment
at the
settlement,
saying: “The
patents are not
legitimate, and
there was no
reason to
impose this
extra burden
on us.”

A week later, Round Rock filed a similar
lawsuit against Amazon, claiming the online
merchant infringed on nine Round Rock U.S.
RFID patents. In March 2012, the company
added Walmart to its list of defendants, claim-
ing the retailer violated 10 of Round Rock’s
U.S. RFID patents. In all 11 lawsuits, Round
Rock asked that it be awarded damages ade-
quate to compensate for the alleged infringe-
ment, that such damages be determined by a
jury and be trebled, with interest, and that it
be reimbursed for its legal expenses.

In response, some companies being sued
demanded defense and indemnification
against Round Rock’s claims of patent
infringement from Motorola, under the
indemnification clauses in their contracts with
Motorola. In March 2012, Motorola filed a
countersuit against Round Rock, challenging
its claims. The ongoing litigation created some
uncertainty—not only for the end users named
in the lawsuits but also for potential customers
concerned about being pulled into the patent
dispute. Several RFID companies joined
Motorola in a joint defense against the patents.

Meanwhile, to settle these claims, Round
Rock asked the end users sued to pay a per-
centage of the benefits RFID delivers to them
annually. This is a highly unusual tactic,
according to patent lawyers we contacted.
Typically, companies are asked to pay a flat
licensing fee. The decision to ask for a per-
centage of the benefits RFID delivers created a
problem for other passive UHF companies;
potential customers began requesting indem-
nification. As one systems integrator put it:
“If we do a $5 million project for a big retailer,
we could wind up indemnifying them for
many times that if RFID delivers a lot of 
benefit. We just can’t do that.”

The settlement does several things. It ends
the suit for Walmart and Macy’s if they com-
ply with the agreement (both already use
mostly Motorola readers). The framework of
the settlement, which calls for Motorola and
Smartrac to pay licensing fees, is nonexclu-
sive, so other UHF RFID solution providers

could sign similar agreements. In fact, at
press time, Alien Technology, Avery Dennison
RBIS and Invengo announced they had signed
a licensing agreement with Round Rock. 

As of this writing, a company that wishes
to deploy passive UHF RFID in the United
States would need to use mostly tags and
readers from the RFID firms that have settled
with Round Rock, or buy readers and tags
through Checkpoint, which settled with
Round Rock in May. To avoid losing out on
potential new customers, tag and reader mak-
ers are now under pressure to sign similar
agreements with Round Rock. 

One concern some RFID technology buyers
have expressed is that paying royalties to
Round Rock will drive up the cost of equip-
ment, particularly tags. Round Rock initially
was asking for a licensing fee of 1 cent per tag.
For a company such as Marks & Spencer,
which expects to use 500 million tags 
annually, that would have amounted to an
additional cost of $5 million per year. But a
source who has seen the terms of the 
settlement says the royalty is nowhere near
that high, and if a buyer commits to large 
purchases over a period of time, it can get an
even lower royalty rate.

But the deal does create some issues for
retailers. They will need to ensure they pur-
chase mainly passive UHF readers from RFID
companies that have settled with Round Rock
(at least until 2019, when the most important
patents expire). That’s not so tough. Harder is
ensuring a percentage of tags come from inlay
providers that are licensed.

An inlay is the transponder and antenna
mounted on a substrate. Label makers buy
inlays from a variety of manufacturers and
convert them into RFID labels or hangtags for
garments. To comply with the settlement
terms, retailers must require their suppliers to
use tags with inlays from licensed suppliers.
One retailer expressed disappointment at 
the settlement, saying: “The patents are not 
legitimate, and there was no reason to  impose
this extra burden on us.” —Mark Roberti



rOund rOck reSearch’S deciSiOn to sue 11
end user companies for infringing on passive
ultrahigh-frequency RFID patents cast a pall
over the RFID industry for nearly two years.
Some potential users of the technology put
their RFID efforts on hold. Others continued
their deployments apace, but refused to talk
about them publicly for fear of being sued. That
problem is being resolved. The settlements by
Motorola and Smartrac free many end user
companies from the threat of a suit, and other
RFID vendors are also likely to settle. But are
there any more non-practicing entities (NPEs),
or “patent trolls,” lurking in the shadows?

Roger Stewart, former CTO of Alien
Technology and president of Sourland
Mountain Associates, an intellectual property
consulting firm, says the U.S. Patent and
Trademark Office has issued more than
15,000 RFID patents and continues to issue
roughly 500 RFID patents annually. Given
these numbers, it’s likely the patent issue will
not die with the resolution of the Round Rock
lawsuit.

Not all patents are equally important,
Stewart points out. But some, he says, are
seminal to how RFID works, and there is no
easy way to engineer a work-around to avoid
infringing on the patent. According to a pres-
entation Stewart did at the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology in October, Intermec
Technologies has seven of these critical
patents and Motorola has three, while Alien
Technology, Checkpoint, Texas Instruments

and several others each have one. 
To date, RFID solution providers have not

aggressively asserted their patents. That’s
because they have a vested interest in seeing
the RFID market grow. There might be more
suits once the technology achieves wide-
spread adoption. 

RFID JOurnal asked several RFID solution
providers whether there are other NPEs that
could assert their patents in the next few
years. One told us there are many patents, but
most are held by technology companies or
small RFID companies. “We don’t see anyone
on the horizon that has the sophistication and
resources of Round Rock,” he said.

Another vendor agreed, but pointed out
that the patent situation can change quickly.
“If some struggling RFID company needs to
cash in whatever assets it has before closing
down, and they sell their patents to an NPE,
then you have another Round Rock.”

The good news is that the industry is 
quickly learning how to address patent issues.
The bad news is that royalties add to the cost
of RFID products. “Based on related indus-
tries, such as semiconductors and displays,
the RFID industry cannot sustain IP costs of
more than 20 percent of profits or 10 percent
of sales,” Stewart says. “I remain concerned
about whether the industry would be able to
carry the cumulative burden of ‘stacking’ 20
or so Round Rock royalty rates, if the Round
Rock settlement becomes the template for the
other major patent owners.” —M.R.

P A T E N T S

More Patent Litigation? 

“If some
struggling RFID
company needs
to cash in
whatever
assets it has
before closing
down, and they
sell their
patents to an
NPE, then you
have another
Round Rock.”
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Transforming an RFID pilot project
into a real-world deployment

demands vision, attention to detail
and a determination to meet

unexpected challenges.

Reaching
theDecisive
Moment

by john edwards

FROM PILOT TO ROLLOUT:
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“The decisive momenT,” a
term coined by the pioneer 
photojournalist Henri Cartier-
Bresson, refers to the point at 
which all the fleeting elements
necessary to create an awesome
image converge in the camera’s

viewfinder, signaling the photographer that
now is the time to press the shutter button.

Organizations that have deployed RFID 
pilots face their own decisive moment. It 

occurs weeks or months after the trial winds
down, when precise planning, hard-won 
experience, test data analysis and business 
insight all merge inside the project leader’s
head, telling him or her that now is the time to
roll out the system.

It all sounds so simple—but decisive 
moments aren’t all that easy to spot. Cartier-
Bresson, who shot stunning photographs world-
wide for more than half a century, admitted
that it took a great deal of experience to know
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exactly when to push the shutter button. 
RFID project leaders face a greater challenge

in determining when to push a pilot into final
deployment. “You always wonder, ‘Is this a
good time? Is this not a good time?’” says
Philomena Sousa, oncology systems manager
and process specialist at Toronto’s Odette 
Cancer Center, who worked on the team that
created an RFID-based patient arrival and
tracking module. There’s always a feeling, she
says, that there’s another improvement to be
made, another issue to consider.

Rolling out a pilot isn’t simple, and specific
issues vary among companies. Yet, there are
common situations and challenges that nearly
every RFID project leader will face as a system
is being prepared for full operation. Project

leaders who address these issues can feel more
confident that they’ll have a successful launch
and the solution will deliver benefits for the
long term. 

START WITH A PLAN

The key to a successful rollout begins with
meticulous planning at the pilot stage. In RFID
Journal’s story Eight Common Deployment
Mistakes—and How to Avoid Them, RFID ex-
perts cite the importance of selecting an expe-
rienced systems integrator, choosing the right
RFID technology, assigning responsibility to
one senior executive, thinking strategically
and handling the integration of RFID data with
back-end systems.

“I’m a big believer in pilots, but I also 
believe that there’s a lot of work to be done 
before the pilot,” says Steve Halliday, president
of High Tech Aid, an RFID consulting firm
based in Gibsonia, Pa. “I know some compa-
nies would rather just throw together a pilot
and then work on solving the issues that come
up when it’s time to deploy, but that doesn’t
work for me in my company,” he says. “We like
to try and identify as many of the issues before
we start as we can.”  

A pilot heading out in the wrong direction
will leave a business ill-prepared for a suc-
cessful rollout, says Grant Richardson, direc-
tor of the innovative solutions group at CDO
Technologies, a Dayton, Ohio-based RFID sys-
tems integrator. “First and foremost, you need
to understand what problem you’re trying to
solve,” he says. “There definitely needs to be
some sort of statement or vision of the prob-
lem.” Setting goals is the next step, Richardson
says. “What is your end state? Where do you
want to be when this project is done?”

Steering the pilot in the right direction for
deployment also requires establishing specific
rules and benchmarks, says Bill Spahr, VP of
professional services for Ekahau, an RFID
provider based in Reston, Va. Project leaders
need to ask themselves several basic questions
before launching a pilot, he says, including:
“What’s the evaluation timeframe? What are
the next steps? How do we evaluate success?”  

Project leaders should carefully document
their current processes before attempting to
automate them with RFID, advises Ryan Mabry,
a lead software engineer working on the 
development of an RFID-driven shipboard
inventory system at the Naval Surface Warfare
Center (NSWC) in Panama City, Fla. (see Naval
Surface Warfare Center Demos RFID Tool-
Tracking Solution for Combat Ships). This in-
formation, he says, is essential for developing
a system that will deploy successfully. “A lot of
times, people don’t have the [current] process
actually documented,” he explains. “They
don’t know what they are doing today, or how
they actually conduct an inventory, or even
what they are actually inventorying.” Key 
details, he says, are often “the hardest things

cover story

“I also believe that there’s a lot of work to be

done before the pilot. I know some

companies would rather just throw together

a pilot and then work on solving the issues

that come up when it’s time to deploy.”

—steve halliday, high tech aid
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to nail down” before beginning work on an
RFID-based system.

AGREE ON THE RESULTS

As the pilot wraps up, project leaders, systems
integrators and stakeholders need to reach a
consensus on the trial’s results, to determine
whether it’s time to move on to a full-scale 
deployment. “It’s important to agree on suc-
cess benchmarks up front,” Halliday says. “If
you’ve agreed on the right things, it should be
very easy to say whether or not you’ve done
what was needed to move forward.” The prob-
lem, he explains, is that people sometimes
don’t know what they really want. “Then,” he
says, “it becomes much harder to agree up
front what the measurement point is.”

“Sometimes it’s a no-brainer whether to
flick that [deployment] switch quickly or
slowly, but it’s really... measured on a case-
by-case basis,” says Philip Lassner, CEO of
Overheer Systems, a Westmount, Que.-
based systems integrator serving retail 
customers. He recalls one project when a
rapid rollout was expected but ultimately
deferred. “We thought we were going to do
this quickly,” he says. Then the client 
requested a delay, sensing that things just
weren’t quite right. “It turned out there were
some IT issues that needed to be addressed
first,” he says.

Businesses must examine their current
business processes to define pilot acceptance
criteria, Spahr says. “Ultimately, what moves
the needle is pilot success against acceptance
criteria,” he observes. “In health care, for 
example, they would look at things like 
utilization rates, equipment cycle testing, and
equipment being in use versus not in use.”

OBTAIN BUY-IN

It’s important to ensure that top management
remains committed to the project and will
fully support—and fund—the system as it
moves to the next stage. “Once you get that
buy-in, everybody becomes a part of the suc-
cess,” Spahr says. “You want the system to be

something organic that improves processes
overall, and you only get that when you have
full buy-in.”

Buy-in represents management approval
and support, not necessarily direct project 
participation, Halliday notes. “Top-level man-
agement doesn’t always want to be involved,
and there’s a lot of work that can go on with-
out them being involved,” he says. “But I think
it’s really important to give them an under-
standing of what’s going to happen and what
it will mean to them.”

Often, buy-in is achieved by demonstrating
return on investment—that magic formula
that can determine whether a pilot is worth
taking to the next stage. “In today’s economy,
no one’s got money to burn,” Halliday says.

“Businesses want to know up front if they will
see a three-month, two-year, 10-year ROI.”

The NSWC went to great pains to ensure
that its RFID system would live up to its ROI
goals, Mabry says. “We had to do a business
case analysis, and that included return on 
investment, payback period, reduced work-
load, and what it would take to actually put all
of this into implementation.” 

Many enterprises conduct time and motion
studies and other sophisticated process evalu-
ations before and during the pilot. But squeez-
ing meaningful ROI insights out of such data
prior to deployment can be tricky. “You can
show that by doing things a certain way, you’re
going to shave three seconds off a step in a
process,” Halliday says. “Yet, typically, there’s
no hard and fast way to work it out, nothing

“We had to do a business case analysis, 

and that included return on investment,

payback period, reduced workload, and

what it would take to actually put all of 

this into implementation.”

—ryan mabry, naval surface warfare center
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that’s going to be the way to compute this sort
of thing.”

Sousa convinced Odette Cancer Centre
management to roll out its patient-manage-
ment solution by showing various stakeholder
committees the concept in operation. “Prior 
to going live, we had a number of demos,” 
she says. (See Odette Cancer Centre Boosts
Throughput via RFID.) “After the pilot, our
findings were summarized and the analysis,
the business case and the go-live plan were
compiled and presented to the senior 
management for approval. After approval, 
the implementation team decided that the
chemotherapy suite would be the first to be
rolled out due to an immediate need.”

In some cases, the “go/no-go” decision on a

pilot set to deploy is complicated by the fact
that ROI isn’t simply a straightforward calcu-
lation based on time, dollars and equipment.
Mitigating risk, or failing to mitigate risk, can
have a significant impact on an RFID deploy-
ment’s projected ROI. “Ultimately, ROI matters,
but there are also a lot of intangibles, like
safety,” Spahr says. “It’s hard to put that into a
calculator. A single incident can be absolutely
devastating to an organization, particularly in
schools or in health care. Those things can be
difficult to put a number around, but you 
certainly can’t underestimate the value of
them.” (Deploying personnel safety solutions
to locate employees during emergencies, for 
example, is typically not determined by ROI;
see Product Developments on page 30.)

Employee health is often the biggest factor
in determining ROI, Halliday says. “ROI is
much more than the direct saving of dollars,”
he says. “It can be much more indirect, such as
not having people out on sick leave.” An RFID
system can often be engineered—or reengi-
neered after a pilot—to enhance ROI by safe-
guarding employee health. 

A recent project in a consumer industry was
adapted to achieve just such a goal, Halliday
says. Items shipped in returnable plastic 
containers must be checked for correctness
upon receipt, but the containers are difficult to
open, despite the use of special tools, and the
repetition was taking its toll on employees’
health. The new process uses RFID readers and
tags to ensure the contents’ accuracy so the 

majority of containers do not
need to be opened and re-
closed. The number of con-
tainers that must be checked
manually has fallen from
roughly 1,500 per day to less
than 50 per day.

“The change started out
because there were three 
people out on sick leave 
because of repetitive stress 
injuries,” Halliday explains.
“We simply eliminated that
stage of their process, so they
don’t get that repetitive stress

injury any more.”  
In addition to getting buy-in from top 

management, key stakeholders must always be
given the opportunity to voice their support,
or objection, before the system is fully de-
ployed. “It’s important to have buy-in from all
aspects of the organization, so it’s not being
dumped on anyone,” Spahr says. “I can’t tell
you the number of times I’ve had an angry IT
person on the phone who just had a system
dumped on him, and he’s trying to figure out
what’s going on.” Failing to consult project
stakeholders prior to rollout is inviting 
trouble, he states. (For tips on getting 
front-line managers and other end users on
your side, see Gaining Project Buy-in From
Company Employees.)

“I can’t tell you the number of times I’ve had

an angry IT person on the phone who just had

a system dumped on him, and he’s trying to

figure out what’s going on.”

—bill spahr, ekahau
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FIX THINGS

Pilots are not only designed to show how an
RFID system works, but also how it sometimes
doesn’t work. As deployment preparation 
begins, project leaders need to turn their 
attention toward addressing any problems or
shortcomings that became apparent during
the trial.

Problems can pop up almost anywhere,
Lassner says. “There can be shielding issues,
there can be tag issues, there can be reader 
issues... It’s really a case-by-case basis,” he
says. “And, yes, you’re only going to notice
those things in a pilot.”

A need for incremental changes during and
after a pilot is to be expected on certain types
of projects, says Jignesh
Vania, IT head at Adani Port,
in Gujarat, India. Since de-
ploying a passive ultrahigh-
frequency RFID system to
manage cargo, the Hazira
Container Terminal has de-
creased loading and unload-
ing times (see RFID Reduces
Traffic Delays at Indian Port).

“We have faced some chal-
lenges during the project,”
Vania says. “As we have
moved cranes on which we
have to mount the RFID 
readers and controllers, many modifications
were necessary on the standard mounting 
accessories.” Mounting accessories had to be
redesigned and customized for each type of
crane, but the extra work paid off. “Now, it 
is almost more than one year, and RFID 
integration is working fine without any major 
issues,” he says.

RFID project teams handle predeployment
system fixes and changes in different ways.
NSWC, like most large organizations, takes a
committee approach. “We use an engineering
change board,” Mabry says. The RFID team 
reviews project results and sends suggestions
for upgrades and other alterations to the 
review panel. “Through this engineering
change board, we are able to maintain configu-

ration management and make changes,” Mabry 
explains.

Important changes are often made just prior
to deployment. The NSWC’s project team, for
example, thought things over and determined
that its shipboard inventory-management sys-
tem would benefit from the use of smaller tags.
“We went with smaller tags because they are
less cumbersome and more user-friendly for...
systems integration,” Mabry says. “And some
of the newer tags have a better read range, so
therefore you have a higher reliability of your
inventory.”

Project leaders also must remember that
problems that appear trivial in a pilot have the
potential to become far more detrimental in 
a full-scale deployment. “Companies tend to

look at pilots as the least expensive way that
they can test their theory, their solution, and
determine whether it’s going to work,”
Richardson says. “But what happens when
there are 50 tags in proximity to a location, and
you haven’t considered the fact that your
reader sensitivity might have to be dialed
down so that you don’t start picking up unan-
ticipated reads?”

“Unfortunately, unforeseen issues will 
always be unforeseen,” Lassner says. “It’s 
personnel and people who make the 
difference. As long as the RFID professionals
know what they’re doing, and they’ve got the
support of their client, and as long as the 
resources are strong, it makes all the difference
toward minimizing unforeseen issues.”

“There can be shielding issues, there can be tag

issues, there can be reader issues... It’s really a case-

by-case basis. And, yes, you’re only going to notice

those things in a pilot.”

—philip lassner, overheer systems
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TACKLE TRAINING

As an RFID pilot heads toward full deployment,
it’s time to begin training the people who will
be operating, managing and maintaining the
system, as well as the individuals who will be
incorporating the technology into their daily
work routines (see How to Develop an RFID
Training Program).

IT staff members and other system stake-
holders need training to achieve technical own-
ership of the solution, Spahr says. In addition,
training key supervisors and other top staff
members is vital “so you can have super-users
who can then train regular users,” he adds. This
way, companies can save time and money by
solving routine operational problems in-house
rather than turning to outside help.  

Halliday agrees. “Once your initial people
are trained, they kind of become the onsite 
experts,” he says. “We spend a lot of time train-
ing people in the early days, because we find
that’s the best way to guarantee success.”

Good training also helps managers avoid
the threat posed by confused and resentful
workers. “What ends up happening is that you
get 500,000 suggestions telling you why the
system doesn’t work,” Halliday says. “Then it
really doesn’t work, because that’s the attitude
people develop when they’re forced to do
something they either don’t want to do or
they’re not used to doing.”

Odette Cancer Center not only had to train

its staff members but also teach a never-
ending stream of new patients how to use its
card-based tracking system. “The biggest issue
for us was the patients,” Sousa says. The first
patients to use the system acted as if they were
using a bank card. They didn’t realize they
could register their location simply by waving
their device near the reader. Instead, they
placed it on the kiosk for a moment, then
picked it back up again. “We modified our 
information pamphlet and the directions to
the patient displayed on the screen to scan the
card. But if that’s the worst [training problem],
we’re good with that,” she jokes.  

“Once everything was done and all the pri-
vacy and impact issues were signed off, and all
the user groups were signed off, then we were
ready to go,” Sousa says. “We just decided to bite

the bullet. We have to go live with this. We know
what we’re going to be dealing with, and there
will be some hardships, but if we keep delaying
this, we’re never going to get off the ground.”

Odette Cancer Center found its decisive 
moment. Since rolling out its patient-manage-
ment solution, the center has achieved its
goals, increasing patient throughput and
shortening the wait time for patients receiving
services. 

Editor’s Note: In our January/February issue, we’ll ex-

amine best practices for rolling out an RFID system at

other locations. And in our March/April issue, we’ll look

at how to add applications to an RFID infrastructure.

“The biggest [training] issue for us was the patients.

We modified our information pamphlet and the

directions to the patient displayed on the screen to

scan the card. But if that’s the worst [training problem],

we’re good with that.”

—philomena sousa, odette cancer center
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vertical focus: pharmaceuticals

Data Matrix
bar codes will be used

to identify prescription drugs,
to thwart counter feiting
in the pharmaceutical

supply chain.

by jennifer zaino

RFID Takes
a Back Seat

When It Comes
to Electronic

Pedigrees
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Countries worldwide have been working to stem the flow
of counterfeit drugs in their supply chains. For many years, the
pharmaceutical industry has been considering radio frequency
identification technology to combat drug diversion and coun-
terfeiting, as well as to improve manufacturing and distribu-

tion efficiencies. Indeed, pharmaceutical providers in South
Korea and several other countries have piloted or deployed
RFID solutions (see RFID Makes Order Out of Chaotic Distribu-
tion Chain, Gador to Track Drugs in Argentina and Nigerian
Drug Agency Opts for RFID Anticounterfeiting Technology).

RFID had significant traction in the U.S. pharmaceutical in-
dustry, which leads the world in prescription drug manufac-
turing, accounting for 39 percent of production. “Companies
did think, back in 2005-2006, that we were headed toward
everyone using RFID,” says Dirk Rodgers, an independent con-
sultant focusing on health-care supply chains. In 2005, for ex-
ample, Pfizer began RFID- tagging each bottle of Viagra sold in
the United States. In 2006, drug manufacturer and distribu-
tor Cardinal Health completed a successful RFID pilot, which
included pallet-, case- and item-level tracking of pharmaceu-
ticals, and noted that it planned to start integrating RFID with
its operational processes. And in 2007, Purdue Pharma began
rolling out a full-scale RFID implementation, tagging every
bottle and case of OxyContin it produced.  

So when the California State Board of Pharmacy issued anP
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Drug counterfeiting is a global problem
that costs pharmaceutical companies bil-
lions of dollars and threatens the health of
millions of consumers. The National Asso-
ciation of Boards of Pharmacy reports that
an estimated 1 percent to 2 percent of drugs
in North America are fraudulent. The World
Health Organization cites similar statistics
for European and other industrialized coun-
tries, but says the percentage of counterfeit
drugs is much higher in many African coun-
tries and in parts of Asia and Latin America. 
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electronic-pedigree law, with an initial 2007
deadline, drug manufacturers and wholesalers
began considering using RFID to meet the
mandate, and RFID providers began offering 
e-pedigree solutions. The law stated that bar
codes or RFID could be used to create an elec-
tronic record for tracking the movement of
prescription drugs through the supply chain.

Florida, Nevada and several other states also
passed e-pedigree laws, each with different 
requirements. Then, in 2008, the U.S. Food and
Drug Administration stepped in, and the push
for a drug-authenticating e-pedigree system

moved from the state to the federal level. 
In September, the U.S. House of Represen-

tatives passed the Drug Quality and Security
Act (H.R. 3204), and in November, the bill
passed in the Senate. The legislation creates a
uniform national standard for drug supply-
chain security that would supersede all state
e-pedigree initiatives. H.R. 3204 has many 
provisions directed at the drug distribution
supply chain. These include encoding most
prescription drug products at the smallest 
salable unit and sealed homogenous case level
with a unique product identifier. Serialization
provisions designed to identify products are
combined with product tracing and verifica-
tion requirements.

The federal regulations, which have the same
aim as California’s electronic-pedigree man-
date, do not use the term e-pedigree. And H.R.
3204 makes no mention of RFID. In fact, the law
prescribes the use of Data Matrix (2-D) bar codes
on packages, and Data Matrix or linear bar codes

on cases, to contain serialization information—
the standardized numerical identifiers (SNIs),
lot numbers and expiration dates.

WHAT HAPPENED TO RFID? 
RFID’s momentum began to wane as California
moved its e-pedigree deadline from 2007 to
2009, then to 2011 and then to the middle of
the decade. While the pharmaceutical indus-
try continued to explore how best to combat
counterfeiting, as well as how to facilitate re-
calls, companies increasingly chose to use bar

codes rather than RFID in their learning proj-
ects, says Shabbir Dahod, president and CEO of
TraceLink, which provides global track-and-
trace compliance and improved supply net-
work performance for life sciences. There was
a perception that RFID was still maturing and
the per-unit price was high, he says. At the
time, for example, there were concerns about
whether ultrahigh-frequency technology
worked with liquids or foil, materials that can
be found in drugs or drug packaging. 

Cost was and remains an issue. Small drug
companies handle tens or hundreds of mil-
lions of units annually, and large ones can
handle billions of units, Dahod says. The cost
of RFID tags, and of implementing an RFID in-
frastructure throughout the supply network, is
too high for this kind of volume, he says.

Data Matrix bar-code printing can be easily in-
tegrated into the labeling process. “Data Matrix
bar codes are a low-cost, effective way to estab-
lish and capture unique information at the item

vertical focus: pharmaceuticals

RFID’s momentum began to wane as 
California moved its e-pedigree deadline from
2007 to 2009, then to 2011 and then to the

middle of the decade.
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level,” says Gary Lerner, founder and managing
director of BrandSure, a supply-chain services
and solutions provider that has managed more
than 30 serialization projects, many of them 
facilitating California e-pedigree compliance. 

The ongoing costs of maintaining a bar-
code system, even if its initial design and de-
ployment expenses can be high, also are much
lower than the continual cost of RFID tags,
Rodgers says. “The ongoing costs are higher for
RFID because you have to buy those consum-
able tags,” he says. “People in the RFID industry
see it costs $1,000 for a bottle of drugs, so how

much more for an RFID tag compared to the
benefits you get. But people in [pharmaceuti-
cals] look at it by what is the cost of packaging
today, and what it is tomorrow, and the con-
sumables cost goes there.” 

In addition, pharmaceutical manufacturers
question the value of RFID-enabling their sup-
ply chains, says TraceLink’s VP of marketing
Brian Daleiden. “Much of the primary initial
value for the use of RFID tagging comes in
downstream receiving, shipping and inven-
tory-management processes,” he says. “So
companies are always asking, ‘How much will

RFID Apps That Are Working for Pharma
While RFID is on hold when it comes to pharmaceutical electronic-
pedigree efforts, hospitals are beginning to embrace the technology
to manage drug inventories and medication administration. The
pharmacy department at the University of Maryland Medical Center,
for example, is employing an RFID-based solution to manage med-
ication kits used with patients in emergencies (see Hospital Phar-
macy Keeps Emergency Medication Kits in Check). CaroMont
Regional Medical Center deployed an RFID solution to track recalled
medicines (see North Carolina Hospital Identifies Recalled Drugs via
RFID). And Brigham and Women’s Hospital, which has used bar codes
to manage its medication administration data since 2005, is evalu-
ating a Near-Field Communication system to track the administra-
tion of patient medication (see Brigham and Women’s Hospital Tests
NFC RFID for Patient Bedsides).   

Some hospitals and logistics companies are also turning to RFID
to track the temperatures of medicines. Memorial Healthcare hospi-
tal, for example, installed a real-time location system employing 
Wi-Fi active RFID tags with temperature sensors to monitor medi-
cines in its pharmacy’s coolers. If a temperature is either too warm
or too cold, the software sends a text message or e-mail alert to staff
members responsible for the units. The system also provides a tem-
perature record that can be provided to The Joint Commission to ful-
fill reporting requirements (see Michigan’s Memorial Healthcare
Adopts Ekahau Wi-Fi Tags).

DHL Global Forwarding, the air and ocean freight specialist within
Deutsche Post DHL, has commercialized DHL Thermonet, an RFID-
based air-freight service allowing customers to track the temperatures
of pharmaceuticals or biomedical items throughout the shipping
process with an EPC Gen 2 passive ultrahigh-frequency RFID inlay in-

tegrated with a battery-powered temperature logger (see DHL Ther-
monet Tracks Drugs and Life-Sciences Goods With RFID Temperature
Tag). Panalpina Group deployed an RFID solution to track the condi-
tions of health-care and pharmaceutical products during transit or stor-
age (see Global Logistics Company Monitors Shipments’ Temperatures).

As pharmaceutical manufacturers and distributors begin consid-
ering RFID-tagging for inventory control or temperature monitoring,
they should factor in the value add it could deliver to customers, 
suggests Michael Liard, VP of Auto-ID at VDC Research. “You could
improve internal operations and enhance customer service,” he says.
“It can differentiate you from your peers. That’s a key role and be-
coming a bit more attractive to pharmaceutical manufacturers.” —J.Z.
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When a crash-cart tray is placed inside the Kit Check scanning
station, the built-in RFID reader identifies which medications
on the tray are missing or nearing their expiration dates. 
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I have to pay for RFID enablement vs. how
much ROI will my company gain from the in-
vestment?’ This equation is different through-
out the supply chain and is something that will
have to be worked out before broad RFID adop-
tion takes place.” 

There’s also the issue of education—or,
rather, lack of education—among people at the
federal level, says Michael Liard, VP of Auto-ID
at VDC Research, reflecting on why RFID 
wasn’t included as a way to create electronic
records. “It’s unfortunate and disappointing,”
he says. “People don’t understand the technol-

ogy still… and how performance has improved
miles and miles even from a decade ago, when
we first talked about passive UHF and open-
loop supply chains. You need lobbying power
to force the hand of government to look at
RFID, understand its physical limits and the
value adds and benefits it can bring to differ-
ent applications and use cases.”

A GLOBAL APPROACH
Data Matrix bar codes are the lowest common
denominator that everyone in the industry can
conform to for track and trace, Dahod says.
“Now, it has gotten to the point that there is
enough experience that the entire industry
well understands bar codes, particularly 2-D
Data Matrix bar codes, for the business
processes built around them,” he says, adding

that a foundational infrastructure exists
around them both broadly and globally. In
work with major pharmaceutical companies
such as Pfizer (TraceLink serves as its core
global track-and-trace provider), all that Dahod
sees reflects bar-code serialization at the item
and case levels. “Companies that were doing
RFID have gone back and removed it, and
moved to bar codes for track-and-trace com-
pliance,” he says.  

At the same time, dozens of other countries
are drafting pharmaceutical serialization or 
e-pedigree regulations that spell out the use of

Data Matrix bar codes. “These growing global
requirements have caused companies to shift
away from a country-by-country local solution
approach,” Daleiden says. “They are now
thinking about how to build a global IT, 
packaging and distribution infrastructure that
can efficiently serve multiple countries and 
diverse supply networks.”

European Union members and India are
among the countries that require or are about
to require unique serial numbers on pharma-
ceuticals, says Ken Traub, principal at Ken
Traub Consulting. They haven’t taken the ad-
ditional e-pedigree step of requiring tracking
every change of ownership through the supply
chain, from manufacturer on out, he says. But
Argentina, China and Turkey are moving
ahead with full e-pedigree requirements, in-
cluding serialization and change-of-owner-

vertical focus: pharmaceuticals

There’s also the issue of education—or, rather,
lack of education—among people at the federal
level. “You need lobbying power to force the hand
of government to look at RFID, understand its
physical limits and the value adds and benefits it
can bring to different applications and use cases.”

michael liard, vdc research
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ship reporting to their respective health min-
istries. “If you are the manufacturer, the
biggest part of the e-pedigree job is serializa-
tion,” he says. “So for manufacturers, they are
looking at what to do to meet e-pedigree here
and the laws of other countries, and it is pretty
much the same problem.”

South Korea is unique in that it gives drug
manufacturers the option of using RFID or 
bar codes for serialization purposes. That’s 
because the government has been funding
track-and-trace pilots and required that a cer-
tain percentage of drugs be RFID-tagged as part
of these efforts. “The biggest impetus in 

South Korea is that you had a really close pri-
vate/public partnership in 2006 to 2009,”
Daleiden says, “and the government’s spon-
sorship of R&D on RFID has kept that moving.”

TECHNOLOGY STANDARDS
Pharmaceutical manufacturers or repack-
agers typically pack items into cases and seal
them, and those cases may not be opened
until they reach the pharmacy or the last dis-
tributor before the pharmacy, says Mark Har-
rison, director of Auto-ID Labs Cambridge,
who works on technical standards develop-
ment with GS1, which is trying to develop 
a global open standard for event-based trace-
ability. “In between, there is reliance on 
visual inspection of tamper-evident security
seals and trust that the items that were
recorded as being packed in the case are still

all present and correct,” he says. 
“The industry calls this approach ‘infer-

ence,’ because they scan the case or pallet and
infer the detailed information about which
items are contained within it, instead of break-
ing open each case at each change of custody
and scanning every individual item,” he 
continues. “So long as inference is considered
suitably robust for use by the intermediate
parties in the supply chain, there is no need for
them to adopt RFID at item level.” RFID offers
a significant advantage over Data Matrix bar
codes only if there is a need at various stages
in the supply chain to scan the items at high

speed without opening each case.  
GS1 EPCglobal’s Electronic Product Code 

Information Services (EPCIS), which enables
trading partners to securely exchange infor-
mation regarding the location of products in
the supply chain, has a role to play in phar-
macy e-pedigree initiatives. “EPCIS was origi-
nally developed in the context of RFID,” says
Traub, who was the editor of the EPCIS stan-
dard. “Because it operates at a business level,
however, it doesn’t really take a position on
whether the data comes from RFID, bar codes,
manual data entry or any other source,” he
says. “Pharma is moving strongly to the EPCIS
data-sharing standard.”

Rodgers noted recently in his RxTrace blog,
“Over the last five years, the larger companies
in the U.S. pharmaceutical supply chain have
increasingly aligned around the EPCIS stan-
dard for holding and communicating seriali-

South Korea is unique in that it gives drug
manufacturers the option of using RFID or

bar codes for serialization purposes.



zation-based events.” While the federal gov-
ernment is not likely to mandate the use of
EPCIS, the investments companies have made
in EPCIS repositories are safe, he says.  

GS1 is working on EPCIS v1.1, which will in-
troduce additional capabilities intended to be
applicable to many industry sectors—pharma-
ceuticals and food, for example—seeking to
detect and eliminate counterfeits from legiti-
mate supply chains. These include transfor-
mation events for relating input objects (such
as specific batches, lots of ingredients or indi-
vidually identified ingredients) to output 
objects (products composed of those ingredi-

ents). “EPCIS event data is the foundation for
e-pedigree, because you can record every ob-
servation at every stage for a time-stamped
piece of data of what was seen where, when
and its business context (shipped, received
and so on),” Harrison says. “EPCIS provides a
standardized data model for that, and version
1.1 will additionally provide a number of en-
hancements, including a way for expressing
events relating to the transformation of input
objects into output objects.” 

Checking Services, another GS1 standard
under development, is designed to make it
cost-efficient for retail pharmacies and distrib-
utors to verify serialized data on 2-D bar codes
or RFID tags (see Checking Services). “We’re
considering its role within the overall security
framework,” Harrison says. “We expect to begin
standardization of Checking Services and its
interfaces, data model, etc., in 2014.”

DOWN THE ROAD
The pharmaceutical industry has been 
focused on supply-chain visibility to meet
track-and-trace compliance, Liard says. But he
believes there is potential for drug manufac-
turers to use RFID technology within their
own operations. “It’s going to take a little 
education and awareness building in the
pharmaceutical manufacturing community
to understand how RFID can have meaning-
ful impact on operations today,” he says.
There is an opportunity, he adds, for drug
manufacturers to use RFID to improve their
bottom line and help with efficiencies,

whether that’s inventory visibility, asset 
management or other business-process 
improvements.

Someday, radio frequency identification
technology may get another shot at the 
e-pedigree target, Dahod says. “I think RFID
still sets the standard for the vision of where
the pharmaceutical industry wants to be,” he
says. “I believe the vision of the optimizations
that can be made in inventory management,
overall opeational efficiencies and improved
safety. It’s there, but maybe it’s another 10
years out. Our hope and expectation is that
RFID matures and becomes more pervasive.
Initial learnings from specialty-type scenar-
ios, such as cold-chain management, con-
trolled-substance tracking and medication
management, will be very helpful in provid-
ing the foundation for RFID to become the
next lowest common denominator.” 

“I think RFID still sets the standard for the 
vision of where the industry wants to be.”

shabbir dahod, tracelink
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Identec Solutions, for example,
launched WatcherOffShore in 2003 to
monitor workers on oil rigs in the
North Sea (see Active UHF RFID Tags
Muster Support for Oil Rigs). Since
then, adoption has been growing, and
the company predicts that within five
years, all North Sea oil rigs will use 
active RFID tags to track personnel.

Often, personnel safety solutions are
deployed in conjunction with real-time
location systems (RTLS) designed to
track assets. Mexican oil-industry main-
tenance and transportation company
Cotemar, for example, uses an RFID so-
lution from AeroScout to automatically
monitor employees, and the services
they use, on four offshore platforms that
serve as their living quarters while they
work on oil rigs in the Gulf (see Cotemar
Uses RTLS to Manage Safety, Supplies for
Offshore Oil Workers).

Several years ago, RTLS providers de-
veloped personnel safety solutions that
enable hospitals to monitor caregivers
who work on emergency and psychi-
atric wards, where it’s not uncommon
for them to be assaulted by patients.
Florida’s Flagler Hospital, for example,
recently deployed Ekahau’s Staff Safety

& Workflow Optimization within its
behavioral-health unit (see Flagler 
Hospital Improves Caregiver Commu-
nications With Ekahau’s RFID-Over-
Wi-Fi). Many hospitals that employ
RFID to track assets add on staff safety
applications in their emergency rooms,
says Mark Norris, Ekahau’s CEO.

In early 2013, Idaho’s Skyview High
School learned about the staff safety so-
lution deployed at Napa State Hospital
(see California State Hospitals Expand
Personal-Duress System). The school
contacted Ekahau, which modified its
health-care solution for the education
sector. Now, Skyview teachers and
other staff members can press a button
on a badge to call for help in an emer-
gency (see Idaho School Installs RTLS 
to Make Students Safer). Since then, 
Ekahau has deployed the solution at six
other U.S. secondary schools and says
many other schools have expressed 
interest in it. Airista and GuardRFID
also offer safety solutions for the edu-
cation sector.  

Unlike other RFID applications, de-
ciding whether to deploy a personnel
safety solution is typically not deter-
mined by return on investment. In all

Roughly 10 yeaRs ago, radio frequency

identification providers began offering

personnel safety solutions to monitor

workers on offshore oil rigs and in other

hazardous environments. In the event of an

emergency, these solutions allow com -

panies to view workers’ locations in real

time to see who made it safely to muster

stations and who needs to be rescued.
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these settings, using RFID to track personnel
can make the difference between life and
death. Still, employing these solutions in 
industrial and other sectors can help compa-
nies comply with the U.S. Occupational Safety
& Health Administration requirements for
emergency evacuation plans, says Zahir Abji,
CEO of GuardRFID.

Most personnel safety solutions are de-
signed to protect workers’ privacy. They typi-
cally track workers by zone, and focus on
specific locations only when necessary. But the
solutions vary by type of RFID technology used
and features offered. Here are some issues to
consider to help you choose the right solution
for your environment. For more details, see the
vendor table on opposite page.

TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS
Several personnel safety solutions leverage the
802.11 Wi-Fi networks organizations have 
installed at their facilities. The active RFID tags

communicate with Wi-Fi access points, so
companies can save the time and cost involved
in installing fixed readers. 

“Wi-Fi is widely seen as the most broadly
established and most attractive technology to
use,” says John Devlin, practice director, secu-
rity and ID at ABI Research. “That’s partly be-
cause of lower cost in terms of infrastructure
and readers and the access points that are 
already in place. It seems to be the way most
people are going.”

But there are other technology options. “It
comes down to the particular requirements of
the end user,” Devlin says. Ultrawide-band, for
example provides greater accuracy but smaller
read ranges, he says. Agip Kazakhstan North
Caspian Operating Co. deployed a UWB 
personnel safety solution from S3 ID (see 
Agip North Caspian Oil Platform Adopts RTLS
Technology).

GuardRFID uses 433 MHz active RFID tech-
nology, which Abji says travels better through

Employees who
work in
hazardous
environments
will never go to a
job without their
hard hats.
GuardRFID’s tags
can be affixed to
helmets.

http://www.rfidjournal.com/articles/view?9952
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objects and liquids than Wi-Fi does. Its solu-
tion can locate people within a range of 6 to 10
feet, which he says is more accurate than most
Wi-Fi solutions. The tags work by emitting a
beacon at an adjustable regular interval, such
as once every two minutes. “We pick up those
messages at various readers and use an algo-
rithm to determine location,” he says.

Ekahau says with its Wi-Fi tags and an
802.11 network, it typically achieves 8 to 10 feet
accuracy. By adding its infrared (wire-free) lo-
cation beacons, it can achieve 3-foot accuracy. 

Identec Solutions employs ultrahigh-fre-

quency active tags, which can be deployed in-
expensively to give widespread coverage over
a large area such as an oil rig, according to
James Pentreath, global head of oil and gas and
mining and tunnel sales. “We tested different
options, and 868 MHz in Europe and 920 MHz
in the United States are the most reliable for oil
rigs and mining situations,” he says. “A lot of it
comes down to range, reliability and robust
transmissions, which are very important 
criteria when operating in these challenging
environments.”

The batteries in most active tags have a life

Some Leading Providers of 

RFID Personnel Safety Solutions
COMPANY PRODUCT TAGS READERS SOFTWARE INDUSTRIES

SERVED FEATURES

AeroScout
aeroscout.com

Staff Safety, Worker
Safety, Staff Safety &
Assistance

Active Wi-Fi
tags 

Wi-Fi access
points; location
receivers and
exciters

Location Engine,
MobileView

Health care,
hospitality,
mining, oil and
gas 

Gas and motion
sensors; users can send
multiple types of
signals to convey
nature of situation 

Airista
airista.com

Personnel Safety  Active Wi-Fi
tags

Wi-Fi access
points; locators
for sub-room
level detection

Xpert Console Education, health
care, manufac -
turing, oil and gas 

Panic button; two-way
communication; can
determine if employee
has fallen

Ekahau  
ekahau.com

Life Safety and
Security, Staff Safety
& Workflow
Optimization

Active Wi-Fi
tags

Wi-Fi access
points; infrared
location
beacons

Vision Education and
health care 

Panic button; text
messaging; can
determine if employee
has fallen 

GuardRFID
guardrfid.com

SafeGuard Staff
Duress, All Guard
Evacuation Monito r-
ing and Personnel
Accountability

433 MHz
active tags

Fixed readers;
room-level
exciters; zonal
portals

SafeGuard Education, health
care, industrial
environments 

Panic button; two-way
communication; can
determine if employee
has fallen

Identec 
Solutions
identecsolu-
tions.com

WatcherOffShore,
WatcherMine

433 MHz,
868 MHz
and 920
MHz UHF
active tags

Fixed readers TrailBlazer
middleware

Mining, oil 
and gas 

Durable hypo-
allergenic tags that can
withstand steam
cleaning 

S3 ID
s3-id.com

eLocator, eMuster Active
ultrawide-
band tags 

Fixed readers eLocator,
eMuster

Chemical, oil 
and gas

Two-way
communication;
designed for harsh
environments
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www.ekahau.com
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WWW.identecsolutions.com
http://www.s3-id.com/
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span of roughly four to five years. Ekahau’s B4
Badge tag has rechargeable batteries that typi-
cally last a shift or a few days, depending on use.

SAFETY FEATURES
Many personnel safety RFID tags incorporate a
panic button that allows a user to signal for
help in an emergency. Some tags are bidirec-
tional, allowing whoever responds to the panic
call to send a signal back to the user that the
message was received and help is on the way. 

Ekahau’s B4 Badge tag has an LED screen
that can be used to send a brief message to 
the wearer. “It can communicate, ‘Yes, we’ve
received your call for assistance and here are
some things we want you to do in the mean-
time,’” Norris says. “The software-programma-
ble tags enable multi-use scenarios,” he adds.
For the company’s new school-targeted prod-
uct, the red button signals a disciplinary event
that requires a security response, and the blue
button indicates a medical emergency. 

Some tags can make an educated guess as to
when a user might need help, even when that

user can’t press a panic button on his or her
own. Ekahau, for example, equips some tags
with accelerometers to detect the tag’s orien-
tation, which could indicate that an employee
has fallen. “We’ve done some studies on what
are the most common angles,” Norris says. “If
it’s at a 90-degree angle to horizontal, that usu-
ally indicates standing or sitting.” A 45-degree
angle could signal trouble and trigger an
alarm. RFID providers typically call this the
“man down” feature.

“All our tags have motion sensors,” says
Mark Gallant, VP of industrial marketing at
AeroScout. “Our application can track dwell
times, so if a person is in a location longer than
expected or doesn’t move for more than two
minutes, we can send a vibrating signal.” A
worker who’s simply taking a break can press
a responding button to say that all is well; a
lack of response may mean that something is
wrong. AeroScout tags also include gas sensors
that can detect odorless toxic gases in mines,
tunnels and other environments. The tags
send an alert if dangerous gas is detected.

Ekahau’s B4
Badge tag has 
an LED screen
that can be 
used to send 
a brief message
to the wearer.
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In the chemical, energy and industrial sec-
tors, most companies have evacuation plans
that include muster points, where employees
gather in an emergency. Knowing as quickly as
possible who has reported in and who remains
unaccounted for can help responders save
lives. GuardRFID supplements its tags with 
exciters just inside and outside the doors at
muster locations, giving responders a quick
and easy way to determine who’s still missing.
“That gives us automatic role-call capability,”
Abji says.

“We’ve added evacuation monitoring,” Gal-
lant says. “Many industries need to evacuate
workers in a controlled manner, so they need
to know where those workers are. Our system
will give you in real time how many people are
still in the hazard area and how many have
reached a muster point. For those who haven’t,
you can click on them from the dashboard 
to find out where they are and dispatch first 
responders.” 

This feature is popular with many types of
companies including cruise lines, he adds. “If

you have an engine fire and can guarantee
you’ve gotten everyone out of the engine
room, you can flood the area with CO2 and put
out the fire quickly,” he says.

Identec’s WatcherOffShore solution helps
with mustering in emergencies that require
workers to use lifeboats to evacuate the rig,
Pentreath reports. “In muster zones, the oper-
ator is able to see how many people have
boarded the lifeboat,” he says. Some lifeboats
hold as many as 75 people, so having an auto-
mated way to know who is and isn’t on board
makes a big difference when time is short. “As
you walk through, your name appears on a
screen and you’re registered,” he says. If 
someone gets on a lifeboat where he or she
wasn’t expected, the system automatically
alerts the operator at the person’s assigned
lifeboat as well.

INTEGRATED SAFETY APPLICATIONS
In addition to personnel tracking, RFID safety
solutions can be integrated with other applica-
tions to further protect employees. Access con-

AeroScout’s
evacuation
monitoring
feature lets
companies see 
in real time 
who reached a
muster point and
who’s still in the
hazard area.
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trol, for example, can ensure that only 
authorized workers enter restricted zones. 
GuardRFID’s personnel tags can also be used to
lock or unlock a gate or door. An exciter emits
a low-frequency signal to activate a response
from the tag; otherwise, the wearer would have
to wait for the tag to emit a beacon on its usual
cycle. “We can deploy two capture zones, one
on each side of a door,” Abji says. That way,
rather than just identifying that a tag wearer
went through a doorway, you can easily deter-
mine whether the user was entering or exiting.

Identec offers a collision avoidance system
to help prevent workers from being run over in
tunnels and mines. “The system warns drivers
if someone is 150 meters, 100 meters or 25 
meters away,” Pentreath says. “At 25 meters,
which is a critical distance, alarms go off and
it’s possible to bring the vehicle to a halt.”

North Sea oil rigs commonly use a system
called DaWinci to schedule helicopter trans-
port for employees on and off rigs and keep
track of who’s on board, Pentreath says. 
DaWinci contains detailed information on

each employee, and the Watcher solution has
been designed to integrate with it and access
that information as well. “Imagine you’re an
offshore worker, you arrive at the airport and
you check in with DaWinci,” he says. “We’re in-
tegrated with the system, so as you arrive it
tells us your next of kin, whether you’re emer-
gency personnel, and which your primary and
secondary muster stations are. This is all cru-
cial information in an emergency situation.”

Pentreath believes the energy and mining
industries are just starting to discover the
many ways active RFID solutions can help
keep workers safe in hazardous environ-
ments. “When mobile phones first came out,
you could only use them for calling,” he says.
“Then came SMS, and now look what you can
do. We know the same is true in other mar-
kets, such as retail.” He believes we’ll continue
to see technology innovations, which will
help fuel greater adoption. As in other mar-
kets, he says, companies will ask, “Now that
I’ve got this technology, what else can I do
with it?” 

Identec Solutions
employs UHF
active tags to
give widespread
coverage over a
large area, such
as an oil rig.
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software savvy

In my prevIous column,
EPCIS for Internal Projects,
I discussed how GS1’s Elec -
tronic Product Code Infor -
mation Services standard
allows different business
units within a company to
share RFID data. Now, let’s
explore how to do it.

First, you must design your data methodi-
cally. Remember, the EPCIS data standard
describes events in the physical world using
four dimensions: “what,” “when,” “where” and
“why.” An EPCIS event, for example, can record
receiving an order at a warehouse equipped
with an RFID portal. The “what” are the unique
identifiers of the goods received; “when” is the
date and time they were received; “where” is a
location identifier for the building or specific
loading dock door; and “why” includes a stan-
dard identifier for “receiving” and, perhaps,
links to other business data, such as a pur-
chase order for the shipment.  

To design your data, each business unit
must break down its processes into a series of
steps. Then, for each step, you must decide
which “what,” “when,” “where” and “why” ele-
ments your business applications need. A
typical approach is to create a spreadsheet in
which the columns are the steps and the rows
are the “what,” “when,” “where” and “why”
data fields. To fill in the “why” dimension,
you’ll need to consult the GS1 Core Business
Vocabulary, which defines standard identi-
fiers for business concepts, such as shipping
and receiving. 

Once you’ve designed the data, it’s time to
set up your software. RFID readers and associ-
ated middleware or embedded software cap-
ture the “what,” “when,” “where” and “why”
data for each business operation and output
the data in EPCIS format. Your spreadsheet
tells you exactly what information should be

generated at each step, and the EPCIS standard
provides an XML schema to give the data a
standard format. If you already have readers
or middleware that can generate EPCIS data,
all you have to do is configure it; otherwise,
add middleware software to handle this. 

Next, deploy an EPCIS repository at the
enterprise level to collect the data to be used
by your business
applications. An
EPCIS repository is
just a database that
understands the
EPCIS data format
and supports a stan-
dardized “capture”
interface for receiv-
ing EPCIS data sent
by your readers or
middleware and a
“query” interface for your business applica-
tions to retrieve that data. Finally, configure
your business applications to query your
repository. With a solid understanding of the
EPCIS data model, you should be able to
deploy EPCIS. If you need help, local GS1
organizations can likely provide referrals to
solution providers with EPCIS expertise.

Because EPCIS is a standard, many com-
mercial software products—readers/middle-
ware, EPCIS repositories and business 
applications—are EPCIS-compliant, so you
can choose the best products for your applica-
tion knowing they will interoperate. As you
add more readers and applications, your
architecture will stay the same, and all your
software will work together. 

Ken Traub is the founder of Ken Traub Consulting,
a Mass.-based firm providing services to com -
panies that rely on advanced software technology
to run their businesses. Send your software questions
to swsavvy@kentraub.com.

How to Deploy EPCIS
Design the data, then set up your software.

By Ken Traub

http://www.gs1.org/gsmp/kc/epcglobal/cbv
http://www.gs1.org/gsmp/kc/epcglobal/cbv
http://www.rfidjournal.com/articles/view?11148
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I love the AT&T commer-
cials that feature a guy 
asking a group of kinder-
gartners a series of “which
is better?” questions. In
that vein, let me pose a
question to you: Which is
better, using an RFID
infrastructure to achieve
benefits from one applica-

tion or from three? 
Most retailers have been adopting passive,

ultrahigh-frequency RFID solutions to
improve inventory management. This makes
sense. After all, inventory is the stuff retailers
sell, and as I’ve discussed often in this 
column, improving inventory accuracy can
solve many problems and enable retailers to
be more competitive.

But retailers should not stop there. They
should take advantage of their RFID infra-
structure to improve efficiencies in two other
major categories—asset management and
identity management—both of which can
impact their bottom line. 

In a retail store, assets are generally fix-
tures (shelves and racks, for example) and
equipment (pallet jacks and rolling clothes
racks). These assets can be moved, damaged,
destroyed or misplaced. As in other indus-
tries, being able to track and locate these
assets in a store can improve usage rates and
reduce replacement costs. (RFID Journal has
published many news stories and case studies
detailing how hospitals and manufacturers
have deployed RFID asset-tracking solutions
that delivered a return on investment within a
year.) In stores, RFID could be used to answer
questions such as, “Where is the pallet jack
when I need it?” or “How many times did the
rolling clothes rack go in and out the transi-
tion door from the back room to the sales

floor?” Use your imagination—what else
would you like to know about your assets? 

Identity management involves knowing
the location and/or identity of people. Many
retailers issue low-frequency RFID iden-
tification cards to store associates
for entry into facilities or rooms,
or for clocking in and out. But
the ID cards are limited to
these applications. If store
associates wore or carried
ID badges embedded with
UHF tags, retailers could
also know, for example,
who stocked which
shelves. In addition, retail-
ers could use UHF tags in
customer loyalty cards to
gain insight into customer
traffic flow and dwell times.
This information could be used to
optimize store displays and product
placements, making it easier for
shoppers to find popular items. What
else could you do to improve sales
and the customer experience?  

A company can gain a competitive
advantage by doing something no one
else is doing, or doing something 
better than others are doing it. I’m not
aware of any retailer using RFID for
inventory, asset and identity management.
Thus I ask: Which is better, three benefits or
one? As any kindergartner will tell you, more
is better. 

Bill Hardgrave is the dean of Auburn University’s
Harbert College of Business and the founder of
University of Arkansas’ RFID Research Center.
He will address other RFID adoption and
business case issues in this column. Send your
questions to hardgrave@auburn.edu. 

Retail’s Trilogy
A single RFID infrastructure can—and should—enable inventory, 
asset and identity management.

By Bill Hardgrave

tuned in
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Case-Study DVDs
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containing presentations by end users, 

recorded at various live and 
online events.

RFID Journal holds several face-to-face conferences
every year, as well as a number of online virtual events
and webinars. These events feature end users speaking
objectively about the business reasons that they
deployed an RFID system, the technical hurdles they
overcame in doing so and the benefits they now
achieve as a result, as well as presentations by
academics, vendors and other experts. Many of the
sessions were recorded, and we have compiled these
recordings into seven DVDs that are available for
purchase for only $99 or free with a one-year premium
membership to RFID Journal.

TO LEARN MORE, VISIT www.rfidjournal.com/dvds

Hear presentations from RFID
Journal events, including:

• RFID in Health Care

• RFID in Energy

• RFID in Defense and Security

• RFID in Aerospace

• RFID in Manufacturing

• RFID in Retail and Apparel

• RFID in Supply Chain and
Logistics
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During the past few
years, researchers at the
University of Parma’s RFID
Lab, in Italy, have been ex-
amining the impact of 
pallet- and case-level RFID
deployments in the fresh
food supply chain, with a
focus on retail stores. We
have studied the benefits

retailers could achieve from receiving goods
identified with EPC Gen 2 passive RFID tags, 
including more accurate inventory counts and
order reconciliations, and out-of-stock reduc-
tion from improved replenishment. 

As part of our research, we have tracked the
flow of highly perishable fresh foods from dif-
ferent manufacturers through the distribution
channel to three supercenters of a major re-
tailer. We have realized that out-of-stocks is an
element of a wider issue—a store’s overall
stock-management policy. Some store man-
agers keep low stocks on store shelves and in
the back room, while others maintain high 
inventory levels. Neither policy is optimal:
Lower stocks means you have fresher products
on store shelves and a reduction in handling
costs and shrinkage—the waste that occurs
when cases of fresh goods reach their expira-
tion date and can no longer be sold. But this
policy increases the likelihood of out-of-
stocks. Maintaining higher quantities on
shelves and in the back room reduces out-of-
stocks but increases holding costs, handling
errors and shrinkage. It also leads to shorter
shelf life due to poor rotation. As a result, cus-
tomers often find a quantity of perishable
foods but not necessarily the quality—or fresh-
ness—they would like.

Our research indicates that RFID visibility
could help retailers address these issues. First,
we factored in the number of out-of-stocks

that could be eliminated thanks to punctual
information about which shelves require re-
plenishment from cases in the back room. We
added the holding cost that could be avoided
by optimizing safety stocks—cutting out 
unnecessary stocks that are never touched.
Maintaining just the number of goods that is
actually needed results in higher product 
quality and freshness. 

Now, we are focusing on RFID’s ability to re-
duce product shrinkage. We are try-
ing to correlate shrinkage to errors
in the first-expiring first-out
(FEFO) management policy,
to determine what part of
the shrinkage quota can be
statistically correlated to
FEFO handling errors.  

Typically, store associ-
ates replenish shelves
with goods from any case
they find in the back
room. RFID could improve
FEFO handling. If cases are
identified with a unique
serial number, store asso-
ciates could be instructed to re-
plenish shelves with specific cases.

We expect to complete our research early
next year, and then begin a pilot project to
RFID-track pallets and cases of perishable
goods in the fresh food supply chain. We’ll 
be working with three major fresh food manu-
facturers (Danone, Mondelez and Nestlé), 
a third-party logistics provider (Italtrans) and 
a consortium of retailers (Auchan, Conad 
and Coop). 

Antonio Rizzi is the founder and head of the 
University of Parma’s RFID Lab, in Italy, and a
professor of industrial logistics and supply-chain
management.

Monitoring the Fresh Food Supply Chain
RFID-tracking pallets and cases of perishable goods can enable retailers to reduce
costs and improve customer satisfaction.

By Antonio Rizzi
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In 1680, the City of London
installed oil lamps on its
streets. The lamps were
left burning each night
until midnight. The reduc-
tion in crime and the
increase in nightlife were
so great that after 1736, the
lamps were kept lit until

sunrise. As the city grew, refilling, lighting
and extinguishing the lamps became 
expensive and laborious. In 1807, London
introduced a disruptive fuel: gas produced
from coal. Gas drove the growth of Victorian
London, and with it the British Empire. 
In 1878, the technology changed again: 
The Holborn Viaduct and the Thames
Embankment were the first streets in the
world to be lit with electric lights.  

Today, we take electric streetlights for
granted, along with their consequence—cities
that are as alive at night as they are during 
the day.  

Now, another big change is coming to our
cities: the Internet of Things. Increasingly,
people are moving back from suburbs to
cities, which face scaling problems including
overcrowding, traffic, crime and disease. City
governments have identified, and in some
cases deployed, applications for RFID and
wireless sensor networks that manage, for
example, transportation and precious main-
tenance resources.

In November, 9,000 people attended the
Smart City Expo World Congress, in
Barcelona, Spain. Keping Zhang, director of
information technology for Wuxi, a city of
seven million people, talked about how he is
leading China’s Internet of Things revolution.
Brenna Berman, Chicago’s CIO, discussed the
challenges of modernizing that city’s infor-
mation architecture. Pedro Paulo Carvalho,

chief of staff in Rio de Janeiro, explained how
sensors are improving the city’s security.

But—and it’s a big but—there are thou-
sands of cities worldwide, and only 400 were
represented in Barcelona. Many cities are
missing the Internet of Things revolution,
and some of them will die as a result. In 1840,
St. Louis, Missouri, had nearly four times the
population of Chicago, roughly three hundred
miles to the north. By 1890, Chicago was twice
as big as St. Louis. Today, Chicago
is nine times bigger. One of the
main reasons is technology:
Chicago was quick to embrace
the railroad while St. Louis was
slow to let go of the steamboat.
This was a deliberate policy on
Chicago’s part. The city’s leaders
believed railroads would draw
people and industry, and, thus,
Chicago would become an
important transportation and
commercial center. The leaders
of St. Louis had no comparable
vision.

Just as the railroad trans-
formed Chicago and diminished
St. Louis, so the Internet of
Things will better many of the
world’s great cities, while others that ignore it
will become smaller and less significant. In
cities that embrace the technology, the pat-
tern of growth will be a lot like that of the
lamps of London—a few relatively simple
applications at first, then a blossoming of
complexity and deployment everywhere.
Cities that never sleep will become cities that
always think. 

Kevin Ashton was cofounder and executive
director of the Auto-ID Center. He is currently a
general manager at electronics maker Belkin.

Street Smarts
Cities that don’t embrace the Internet of Things will be left behind.

By Kevin Ashton
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